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Abstract 
Death has always been a central human concern. Death is transformative; for those left, therefore, the experience 
of grief and loss opens another world. The meaning of grief is not simply the “Loss of …” but the “Intense sorrow 
caused by the loss of a loved one (especially by death)”. Grief is the price we pay for love. The deeper the love, the 
greater the depth of the grief that follows the loss. Grief is a shape of emotional pain; however, human beings no 
longer constantly trip these levels in any unique order, nor do they trip each stage. This paper draws upon the 
conceptual framework of Kubler-Ross five stages of grief to analyze the following movies “UP”, “Baba Dook”, 
“The Kite Runner”, “Rabbit Hole”, “Summer 1993” and “Three Colors: Blue” content analysis as the method of 
analysis. Besides, this paper explores the impact of these five stages of grief on different genders through the 
characters and scenes in the selected movies. This paper is an exploratory and descriptive study grounded in 
qualitative research design and uses content analysis as the method of analysis of the selected movies. The findings 
of this study show that death is a transformative phenomenon and grief unlike other emotions is a powerful tool 
since it raises doubt about how the grieved discovers significance throughout everyday life. 
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1. Introduction 

Grief is one of the most critical human emotions and one of the least studied. Among human emotions, the most 
difficult is grief to describe (Hare, 1999). It is an inspiration for writings by the world known writers from poetry to 
fiction. The most experienced emotion among humans is grief. Stress is considered as one of the sources of grief. 
Hare (1999) explains that while developing identities, relationships play a key role especially when those people 
are lost, and we feel as if we were lost too, uncertain of who we are and how we will keep on functioning in the 
world that appears to have changed unalterably. Pain is essentially the value we pay for affection. Life comes to us 
with the no meaning when a person experiences a loss because every memory, every act and every moment 
remains us of the lost. It is also noted that every person does not grieve in the same way as everyone has a different 
outcome for grief. 

In 1969, Elizabeth Kubler-Ross published a book entitled On Death and Dying, which filled a gap in literature, 
practice, and education. It gave a dialect to experts and lay people to discuss loss and death, and a layout for 
understanding the experience. Kubler-Ross five stages of grief were (denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and 
acceptance) an attempt to find universal patterns in the grieving process, and it emerged from her own work with a 
group of terminally ill patients. 

Despite that Kubler-Ross’s theory had not been empirically tested, several researchers noted in 2011 that 
Kubler-Ross is at the time as a “guru” and that the stages presented by the theory had been generalized in both 
popular and professional circles to cover all kinds of grief—across individuals, cultures, and different kinds of 
losses (Kohler & Konigsberg, 2011). 

1.1 Literature Review  

Death just like a grief is one of the phases of life and every person must go through it (Raphael, 2007). Grief is a 
stage of life while death is the end of life. Moreover, grief is the emotional response to loss and the complex 
amalgam of painful effects including sadness, anger, helplessness, guilt, and despair. It consists of psychological, 
bodily and emotional aspects (Strobe et al., 2007). The work indicates grief is spiritual due to the fact grief is a 
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religious journey. 

The intensity of grief is different in different age groups and in men and women (Parkes, 2002).  

Kubler-Ross framework of grief comprises five stages 1) Denial 2) Anger 3) Bargaining 4) Depression 5) 
Acceptance which is known as “DABDA” (Kubler, 2004, p.6) 

1) Denial 
The first stage among grief theory is Denial. It occurs when a person experiences a loss but denies the facts. 

2) Anger 

The second stage is Anger where a person becomes angry after suffering from grief and thus start asking the 
question “Why me?” that’s not good enough!; “How can this happen to me?” Who is to blame? 

3)  Bargaining 

Among grief theory, the 3rd stage is Bargaining which includes the suffering gender commutations with God 
through bargaining.  

4) Depression 

Depression is the fourth stage in which gender totally lost, though the sadness and anger stay by side. 

5) Acceptance 

The last stage of grief is Acceptance where an individual eventually accepts the reality. 

Kubler-Ross expressed that the stages "are not stops on some liner course of events in pain" (Kubler-Ross, 2005) 
every person, not experiences same or every person cannot go in a recommended arrange. Men and women are 
additionally a profoundly ingrained part of socialization and outing (Bandura, 1978; Bandura, 2003). Some analyst 
recommends gender encounter grief in an unexpected way. Female travel grief more prominent intensely while 
men travel sorrow in motions (Summers, Zisook, Sciolla, Patterson, Atkinson, & Gathering, 2004). 

Guinther, Segal and Bogaards (2003) found boys wind up substantially less quiet with feeling while young women 
meet the opposite after some period. The death toll of a parent is seen as a standout among the most irritating ways 
of life exercises that a youngster or immature ride (Marwitt & Carusa, 2000). A mother in views of Moriarty, 
Carroll and Cotroneo (1996) feels more grief as compared to a father after the death of a child. Different 
investigations have watched that young men may also ride more negative mental results of parental misfortune 
than women (Fristad, Jedel, & Weller, 1995; Lifshitz, 1986). 

1.2 Problem Statement 

There are many myths about death and grief that if death is not talked about; it will pass without the pain associated 
with the loss of a loved one. This only serves to prolong the grieving process, which can result in the stages of 
death not being resolved. How people grieve depends on many factors in their lives, including but not limited to the 
following: gender, beliefs about death, personality type, and perception of the loss. Many people think that it is not 
important to tell a child about death because they are too young to understand it (Wortman & Silver, 2001). With 
that in mind, people never consider the fact that children lost loved ones too. Different genders and ages of people 
cope with grief in different ways. Grief is a conventional state of despair and grimness however it is also a life 
turning point in an individual’s life. 

Movies about death and grief can be a useful plan of action for managing our own misfortune or finding out about 
the misery experienced by others. Movies can be used to enlarge our vision of life and death conveys significant 
sentiments of fear, find comfort in a typical issue, or basically get some answers about a subject various people find 
hard to talk about. The stories advised by these movies allow us to comprehend, distress, and process through 
related experiences. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

1) To identify the five stages of grief in the selected movies. 

2) To describe the impact of the different stages of grief on different genders. 

3) To explore different characters of the selected movies being consoled by the stage of acceptance. 

1.4 Research Questions 

1) How stages of grief occur in the selected movies? 

2) What is the impact of the different stages of grief on different genders? 
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3) How the characters are being consoled by the stage of acceptance? 

2. Research Methodology 

The theoretical framework of Dr. Elizabeth Kubler-Ross is used to obtain the objectives of the study. The research 
design used in this study is Qualitative in nature with an exploratory and interpretative approach. The researcher 
uses Intrinsic and Extrinsic analysis as suggested by Wellek and Warren (1977). The intrinsic approach involves 
with language, character, plot, and structure and the text itself and Extrinsic approach is concerned with the contact 
of a text. Content analysis is used as a method of analysis since this method provides a deep understanding of the 
concept (Shannon, 2005). The following movies are analyzed in the paper: 1) UP 2) BabaDook 3) Kite Runner 4) 
Rabbit Hole 5) Summer 1993 6) Three Colors: Blue. A single movie may not always contain all the stages of grief. 

3. Analysis and Discussion 

In the movie “Up”, Carl got married to his childhood friend Ellie and start a new happy life. They both decided to 
save their income and will visit the paradise fall which is situated in America, but time passes so quickly that they 
become old and Ellie become so ill and passed away and left the Carl alone. Carl denial Ellie’s death and Isolated 
himself in his house and spend all the time reading Ellie’s notes. He was also not ready to sell the house because he 
thinks that Ellie is living with him in that house. Ellie is still with him and in this way seven-year pass. Instead of 
feeling sad after Ellie he was so much angry that ones he hit the builder worker with his cane because the builder 
has kick Ellie’s mail box, he also kicked out Ressell from his house because he thinks that Ressell wants to crush 
his dream and in this way, he becomes bitter day by day. 

He continuously bargained with himself that if he visits paradise he would overcome from Ellie’s loss or maybe he 
comes out from Ellie’s memories. He was severely depressed and becomes ill and used a cane for walking. He also 
blamed himself that he didn’t fulfill Ellie’s last wish. One day while he was lost in his old memories he found a 
note from Ellie: 

“Thanks for the adventure — now go have a new one!” This urgent call-to-action from Ellie,” 

Then Carl decided that he would fulfill Ellie’s last wish and started the journey towards the paradise fall with 
Ressell. At last, he found that the last blanks page which Ellie showed him before are now filled with Ellie and Carl 
memories. Carl realized that the real adventure was that which he and Ellie spent together. Carl accepted Ellie’s 
death and started a new life. He found that she always wanted the Carl to stay happy and moves on his life. 

As in “Babadook” Amelia’s husband, Oskar dies away due to the accident that took place when he was taking her 
to the hospital for delivery. When she came to know that her husband had passed away she denied the death of her 
husband that he was no more. She thinks that the Babadook is her husband and talking with him but there was no 
Babadook rather, it was her own imagination and in this way, seven years passed. She was angry with her son Sam 
and always blamed her son for her husband’s death. Sam thinks that her mother is not angry with him instead she is 
angry with her life and herself. One day Sam said his mother that he is hungry. She gave him shit to eat. She never 
allowed Sam to come near her nor she loved Sam as a child she feels so much angry that she killed the dog. 

Sam bargains from his mother that 

“Mum I’m not leaving you. We said we’d protect each other, I know you don’t love me, The Babadook won’t let 
you, but I love you mum and I always will. You let it in, you have to get it out!” 

Sam knows that his mother was feeling very upset and missing his father that’s why she hates him and not love him. 
He felt very hopeless when he saw other children being loved by their parents and he was not. Amelia was 
overwhelming depression she believes Babadook really exist and babadook was Oskar. Once she saw Babadook in 
her dream telling her that “Bring the child I want to kill him”. Babadook was her imagination she was the one who 
wants to kill her son Sam because she thinks that her son is the cause of her husband’s death. Sam was also 
depressed he thinks that Babadook was his father and he didn’t allow his mother to love him and wants to kill him. 
At last when babadook appears she cried for the first time and says: 

“If you touch my son again, I’ll fucking kill you!” 

She came to know that it was due to depression and grief that she blamed Sam for all the things. She accepted the 
death of Oskar and came out from long-lasting grief. She started caring for her son and accepted the truth that there 
was no Babadook. It was just her imagination. She started a new life with her son and lived happily after. 

In “Summer 1993” Farida’s parent was death because of Aids. At that time, she is only 6 years old. She even does 
not know that her parents would never come again, and she will also die due to Aids. She thinks that her parents are 
angry with her that’s why they are gone and would come again when their anger will be over. Farida was angry 
with her parent why they left her alone. 
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“‘Why aren’t you crying?’ a little boy asks Frida as she leaves the city.” 

But she did not answer him. In the movie we have seen that she feels that her mother is angry with her that’s why 
she was not coming to her and not attending the call. In many scenes of the movie, we have seen that couple of time 
she put makeup on her face and talk in front of mirror and dress like her mother while playing with her cousin. We 
can imagine that how much the little Farida was depressed. 

Her depressions go to peek and she decided that she will run away from her uncle house and will search for her 
parent. In the end, we see that tears come out from her eyes and that are tears of happiness she came out from her 
misery grief. She accepted her uncle and aunty as her own parent and started a new life by moving on happily and 
spent her remaining life living with her uncle family as a member of that family. 

In “Three colors: blue” Julie was happily living with her husband Partice and young daughter Anna and one day an 
accident took place Partice and Anna passed away and left her alone. When she came to know about her husband 
and daughter death she totally denied the fact. When she was watching the funeral of her husband and daughter at 
that moment she was in trauma that is why she did not respond to their death even she did not cry because she did 
not accept the died of her loved ones. When a journalist asked a question about her husband and young daughter 
horrible death she completely ignored him and did not answer him. She was angry with herself that’s why in the 
hospital she tries to jump from the window to commit suicide but at that moment nurse came and saved her life. 
She completely trapped herself in her house and cut down from the rest of the family and friends and started 
drinking coffee all the time. Julie was so much angry that she collected all the soundtrack of her husband that he 
composed for the upcoming United Europe celebration and she destroyed all of them. 

She was so lost in grief and depression that many times she deeply dove into the swimming pool and wanted to 
drown herself. She left her house and sold the thing that belongs to her husband and young daughter. She tried to 
move from her depression, but she couldn’t. The only thing she took with her to Paris was her daughter’s 
chandelier. Whenever she sat down on the piano she used to hear the music composed by her husband but there 
was nobody playing the piano. Whenever she sees her daughter’s chandelier, tears use to come out from her eyes 
that show that she had not overcome from her depression and she was helpless. When she came to know about her 
husband's pregnant mistress she accepted, provided shelter for her and gave the name of her husband to the unborn 
child 

At last she gave her husband’s unfinished composition to his friend to complete it and when the soundtrack of her 
husband was played in the United Europe celebration, she felt jovial that she fulfilled her husband’s final wish and 
she realized that grief comes in everybody life, but the biggest thing is that to overcome from that grief and help 
others. 

In “Rabbit hole” Howie and Becca lost their six years old child Danny. Becca completely cut down from Howie and 
engaged herself at home task. She wanted to escape from pain, and her mother told her to talk with her what she 
feels but it seems that she was angry with everyone. Becca and Howie joined the grief group she but remained 
silent for many months and later she leaves the group because somebody said: 

"God had to take her. He needed another angel.” 

"He needed another angel." 

"Why didn't he just make one? I mean, he's God, after all. Why didn't he just make another angel?"  

It seems that Becca was bargaining with God that why her son? Why not some other children. Becca’s mother 
wants that Becca should come out from her grief, so she told her the story of a rabbit son wants to run but rabbit 
mother said: 

“If you run away, I will run after you. For you are my little bunny”. 

She feels guilty that she couldn’t save her child. She told her husband that it’s impossible for her to forget her son 
and day by day her depression increased. She throws out all the Danny clothes videos and everything that belongs 
to Denny. While on the other hand, Howie watched his son’s old videos he wants to come out from his depression. 

So, Becca decided to sell the home because she tried a lot but failed to escape from Danny memories. At last, she 
came to know that Danny cannot come again. By ignoring Howie, her mother Nat and her sister she was losing 
them. So, she came to know that how much these people are important for her as they had not left her alone when 
she was suffering from grief especially her loving and caring husband who helped her to overcome from Danny’s 
grief. 

In “The kite runner” Amir was shocked when he came to know that his father Baba is suffering from cancer and 
after some time his Baba died. Amir completely denies the death of his father and all the time he used to talk with 
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his wife Soraya about Baba that how Baba and he sat on the table for breakfast and make breakfast for Baba. He 
thought that Baba was still with him. He received the second shock from Rahim Khan that his beloved and 
childhood friend Hassan was killed by Taliban in Afghanistan. And he continuously said no, no, no. He blamed 
himself for the death of his mother who had passed away due to pregnancy complications and he missed his mother 
so much that he started writing poetry for his mother. He also believes that Baba blaming him that due to him his 
mother was no more. He also blamed himself that he can’t save the life of his friend Hassan. He continuously 
bargained with himself: 

“But how can I pack up and go back home when my actions may have caused Hassan a chance at those very 
same things? I wish Rahim Khan hadn’t called me. I wished he had let me live on in my oblivion.” 

He further decided that he will go to Kabul and saved the Hassan son. At the last scene of the movie we see that 
Amir, and Sohrab Hassan’s son, flying the kite as after saving Sohrab, Amir takes him to America with himself and 
adopted him because Amir and Soraya did not have their own child. Sohrab also adopted them as his parent’s and 
they lived happily ever after. 

4. Conclusion 

Death is an inevitable experience. After a beloved death, a person must go through grief which is unavoidable; 
there are no shortcuts in ways of dealing with grief. Grief is a part of life it comes in everyone’s life nobody can 
escape from it. It depends on the person how they overcome from their grief. It varies from person to person and 
depends upon the person how rapidly they overcome from their grief and accept the reality and move into their 
lives. It depends on gender, age and the level of severity of their grief how slowly or quickly they heal from it. 

Grief has implicated on children a major loss and let them to difficulty as compared to the adults. Just like parent’s 
death can be difficult as it affects the children mentally. The death of a spouse or a partner is incredibly traumatic 
and might be one of the foremost devastating events in a person’s life with its own specific difficulties. A person 
experiences more in a state of grief rather than in a happy state. The conclusions found in the study indicate that all 
the selected movies contain two or more than two of the five stages of grief. However, the interesting fact is that 
the characters going through grief in these selected movies simultaneously show “acceptance” towards their grief 
which gives an edge to “the stage of acceptance” as explained by Kubler Ross. Hence, it is basically the stage of 
acceptance which leads to the transformation of grief into something rational. This research fulfills a twofold 
purpose, firstly it explores Kubler- Ross's concept of grief in the selected movies. Secondly, it may help the readers 
to cope up with the death of a loved one by making them realize that it is obligatory for everyone to leave this 
world at some point; this makes them accept the fact that grief is something that everyone deals with. Hence, the 
study aims to provide a rational outlook of grief as a medium for transforming life. 
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